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4. Design and Implementation 
 
This chapter looks in to business process modeling that supports to produce requirements 

artifacts, analysis artifacts and design artifacts and technical implementation of the solution 

based on those artifacts in detail. 

4.1 Business Process Modeling  
In modeling Business Processes and Information, the UN/CEFACT Modeling 

Methodology [12] which is a business oriented meta-model based heavily on UML is 

used to produce some of the requirements artifacts, analysis artifacts and design artifacts. 

 

4.1.1 Requirement Artifacts  
 

Use case diagram is used to model the requirements artifacts  

 

Figure 8 - High Level Use case Diagram for the Trading Portal 
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4.1.2 Analysis artifacts  
Sequence diagrams are used to model the Analysis artifacts and some of the business events have 

been modeled as follows  

 

 

Figure 9 - Sequence Diagram - Farmer Advertising an Offer 

 

 

 

PendingSMSReaderSMSReader

storeReceivedSMS()

BidManagerSMSDirector

SMSDirector()

BidManager()

setBid()

NotificationGenerator

getMessageFromReository()

 

Figure 10 - Sequence Diagram - Trader Placing a Bid 
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NotificationGeneratorIMFarmerThread

run() getMessageFromReository()

 
 

Figure 11 - Sequence Diagram -Matching Farmer –Trader Offers and Generating 
Notifications 

 
 

 

 

SMSSenderNotificationGenerator

SendMessage(String receiverMsisdn,String message)
run()

 
 

Figure 12 - Sequence Diagram -Sending System generated SMS to Subscribers 
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4.1.3 Design Artifacts 
 

Collaboration diagrams, collaboration activity diagrams and class diagrams are used to 

model the design artifacts and some of the business collaborations have been modeled as 

follows.  

 

Collaboration Model 

 

Overview Business Process Use Case 

This business process use case depicts the entire business process as a collection of 

business collaborations  

 

 

Figure 13 - Overview Business Process Use Case 

 

 

Identifying  ISO Open-edi Phases of Business Collaborations 

Identifying open-edi phases of business collaborations is useful to define business 

collaboration protocols. The following is a description on each of the phase relating to the 

SMS based trading portal operations. 
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Planning: In this SMS based trading portal at the planning phase it is required traders, 

farmers and transporters getting registered them selves with the trading portal through 

web based module operated via administrative body. Farmers need to learn that they have 

to post an offer to sell via SMS with a specific format whereas traders need to learn that 

they have to post an offer to buy via SMS. Also all parties shall aware that they need to 

get registered to some services as well, to get alerts. Transporters need to learn that they 

have to post the availability of vehicles via SMS. Also all parties need to learn making 

queries with specific formats regarding their business requirement. 

 

Identification: This stage involves farmer, trader and transporter sending SMS to the 

trading portal with predefined formats for the planned action described above. 

 

Negotiation: For an e.g. this phase include trader querying for offers introduced by 

farmer which satisfies a given criteria based on product code, quality factor, quantity & 

location ,system sends an SMS with required data to trader , trader bid for a selected 

farmer offer , farmer is notified on the bid placed on his offer  and farmer accepts offer 

,rejects offer or further negotiates etc.  

 

Actualization: Once the trader and farmer negotiates and agreed upon a bid, system 

initiates the relevant fund transferring from trader bank account to farmer bank account. 

Insufficient funds in the trader account may cause revert the transaction. 

 

Post-Actualization:  

In this system these can be activities pertaining to consumer complaint handling.  
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Collaboration Protocol:  

Illustrated below are some of the business collaboration protocols employed for the 

business collaborations identified in figure 13. 

 

  

 

FarmerOffer 
[Pending] 

<<Business Transaction>> 
Farmer Advertises Offer 

<<Business Transaction>> 
Accept Notified Matches  

FarmerOffer 
[Accepted] 

FarmerOffer 
[Rejected] 

<<Business Transaction>> 
     Find Exact Matches  

FarmerOffer 
[Matched] 

 
 

 

 

Figure 14 - Farmer –Trader Offer Matching  Business Collaboration Protocol 
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Bid 
[Pending] 

<<Business Transaction>> 
Trader  Places Bid 

Bid 
[Rejected] 

<<Business Transaction>> 
Bid Notification to Farmer   

Bid 
[Pending] 

Bid 
[Accepted] 

<<Business Transaction>> 
     Bid Negotiation  

 

 

Figure 15 - Farmer –Trader Bid Acceptance  Collaboration Protocol 
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Business Transactions  

Once the business transactions and activities are identified with the collaboration 

protocols the next step is to identify the transaction patterns. 

Transaction Patterns 

Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN ) is adopted  in modeling Business 

transactions in the SMS based Trading Portal. 

Contract Negotiation Transaction Patterns  

Here an effort is taken to  define primitive business communication (business transaction) 

patterns that can be composed together in order to form different complex interactions 

patterns to model binary collaborations in the contract negotiation phase. The transaction 

patterns identified by Prasad M. Jayaweera [13]  in e-business has been adopted in this 

context  appropriately. 

 

 Contract Offer Transaction Pattern  

The Contract Offer transaction pattern models one partner proposing an offer (<propose, 

Create, aContract>) to another partner who acknowledges receiving the offer[13]. 

The ideal e.g would  be trader acknowledging exactly matched farmer offer/s 

notified to him by the systems farmer offer- trader offer matching schema. Please refer 

figure .14  

 

Figure 16 - Contract Offer Transaction Pattern (source [13]) 
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Contract-Accept/Reject Transaction Pattern   

The acceptance or rejection of a Contract Offer is modeled in the Contract Accept/Reject 

transaction pattern. Here, a proposed contract from one partner is either accepted or 

rejected by another partner who in return receives acknowledgement from the proposed 

party.  

An ideal e.g in the Trading Portal that employ this patterns is farmer accepting or 

rejecting  a bid placed by a trader. If accepted, as mentioned earlier, both parties end up 

with residual obligations to fulfill the terms of the contract.  
 

 

Figure 17 - Contract Accept/Reject Transaction Pattern (source [13]) 

 
 
Contract-Request Transaction Pattern  

Models the Contract Request case where one partner requests of other partner to make an 

offer for a Contract on certain Economic Resources.  

 

This pattern is used when transporter is requested to make an offer for a particular 

delivery given the delivery location. 
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Figure 18 - TP for Contract Negotiation: Contract-Request (source [13]) 

 

Contract Execution Transaction Patterns  

This is the phase where different partners exchange contracted economic resources with 

each other through economic events in order to fulfill terms in established contracts with 

following patterns. But system doesn’t support these. 

Economic Event Offer Transaction Pattern  

Economic Event-Accept/Reject Transaction Pattern  

 

Assembling Transactions into Collaboration patterns  

An issue is how to combine the transaction patterns described in the previous section, i.e. 

how to create larger sequences of communication patterns. For this purpose, 

collaboration patterns define the orchestration of activities by assembling a set of 

transaction patterns and/or more basic collaboration patterns based on rules for 

transitioning from one transaction/collaboration to another.  

 

 

Contract Negotiation Collaboration Patterns  

 

Contract Establishment Collaboration Pattern  

The Contract Establishment collaboration pattern is assembled from the Contract-Offer 

and Contract-Accept/Reject transaction patterns. An example scenario is trader proposing 
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an offer to a farmer on certain terms. The contract is formed (or rejected) by their 

acceptance or rejection of the proposed offer.  

  

Figure 19 - Contract Establishment CP (source [13])  

 

 

 

 

Class Diagram  
The class diagram given below [Figure 20] assembles the system objects identified 

illustrating the relation ships between them. It also maps the use cases to methods in 

the classes which further facilitate the construction.  
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Figure 20 - Class Diagram 
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4.2  System Implementation  
 
4.2.1 High Level Architectural Components 
 
The system architecture is logically divided into the key components of Trading Engine, 

Servelet Engine, SMS Processor, Web User Interface and Bank Server simulation [Figure 

21].  

 

Design Components of the Trading Engine  
The trading engine is comprised of following modules. 

 

• SMS Processing Module 

This covers SMS reading and directing to the appropriate system modules based 

on message codes as well as sending out the system generated notifications to 

users. 

• User Management Module  

This subscribes farmers, traders and transporters to the system along with 

credential management. 

• Offer Management Module 

This facilitates introducing farmer offers and trader offers to the portal. Carry out 

automated offer to sell and offer to buy matching, notifying and offer locking by 

farmer. 

• Bid Management Module 

Allows bid for farmer offers by traders, carry out negotiation process on the 

placed bids by both parties and search for the best bid. 

• Service Registration Module 

Facilitate farmers, traders and transporters to get registered with certain services 

to receive SMS notifications on certain events such as exact matches, back orders, 

buyer credibility. 
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• Transportation Management Module 

Facilitate transporters to register vehicles and maintain availability of them, 

traders getting SMS notifications on transport availability upon successful 

completion of a payment transaction and further negotiation with transporters. 

• Payment Client 

Controls automated payment processing at banking server upon successful 

completion of negotiation on a bid by sending necessary instructions to the 

banking server. 

 

• Payment Server Module (Bank Server Simulation ) 

Simulates automated fund transfer between traders –farmer bank accounts is upon 

successful completion of negotiation where payment client connects with the 

payment server via TCP/IP Socket. 

 

 

Web Client – Components  
User Registration Module   : Act as the User Registration Interface  

Product Information Management Module 

 Advertise Product Details :  

Search Engine:  

 By Product : Allows searching product prices with a given criteria 

 By Offer   : Allows searching farmer, trader offers with a given 

criteria 
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Figure 21 - High Level Design Components 

 

 
4.2.2 Implementation of SMS Gateway 
 

SMS Receiving by the Application  

GSM Modem or mobile phone that support direct AT commands can be used to act as a 

GSM Modem. At the demonstration the system was hosted at Bluetooth enabled laptop 

and Blue tooth enabled Sony Erickson mobile phone was used as to serve the function of 

GSM modem. The phone can also be replaced by a GSM modem.   
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Figure 22 - Implementing the SMS Gateway 

 

 

4.2.3 SMS Message Series  
 
Message codes have been introduced to get access for each of the key system 

functionalities and those message codes have been grouped under message series as 

follows. 

  Message Series   System Functionality 

        100       User Management 

        200       Farmer Offer Management 

        300       Trader  Offer Management 

        400       Bid Management 

        500       Payment Management 

        600       Transportation Management 

        700        Service Management 

 

Table 1 - Message Series and corresponding System Functionality 
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4.3 Technical Implementation 
This section looks in to detailed technical design of each of the high level design 

components described above. 

 

4.3.1 SMS Processing Module 
 

SMS Processing module take care of reading SMS from the inbox, storing them to be 

processed in a table as well as sending the SMS out. SMSProcessingThread.java  class 

does continuously reads messages from the inbox and pass it to SMSManager object to 

be stored in the table tblReceivedSMS using storeReceivedSMS(String msisdn,String sms) 

as follows . 

 

CService srv = new CService("COM9", 57600, "SonyEricsson", ""); 

 

for (int i = 0; i < msgList.size(); i++) 

{ 

     

 CIncomingMessage msg = (CIncomingMessage) msgList.get(i); 

 String msisdn=msg.getOriginator(); 

 String text=msg.getText(); 

 sm.storeReceivedSMS(msisdn,text); 

} 

 

PendingSMSReadingThread with a 10 seconds sleeping time   reads unprocessed SMS in 

the table tblReceivedSMS and passes to SMSDirector object. 

 

SMSProcessingThread also does sending SMS’s out . When ever an particular module 

requires to send an SMS to the user,  the required notification stored in the table 

tblSMSRepository is fetched by the  NotificationGenerator ,further append some 

information if required and  passes to the SMSManager  which stores the SMS  in the 

table tblSMSNotifications using  the method  storeNotifications(String msisdn,String nsms) 
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Figure 23 - Flow Of SMS in the System 

 

NotificationReader Thread that runs with 10 seconds sleep time fetches SMS from the 

table tblSMSNotifications and passes to a vector object in SMSProcessing Thread . 

sendMessge()  method in SMSProcessing Thread navigate through the vector and sends 

the SMS’s out as follows.  

sendMessage(String receiverMsisdn,String message) 

{ 

COutgoingMessage msg = new COutgoingMessage(receiverMsisdn,message); 

} 

 

Entire process above explained is clearly illustrated with the following flow of SMS in 

the System. 
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Whenever a particular module needs to generate a SMS  NotificationGenerator’s 

getMessageFromReository() is called. For an e.g when a particular offer introduced by 

farmer is successfully registered  getMessageFromReository() is called with code of SMS 

to send and farmers mobile no as follows  

NotificationGenerator.getMessageFromReository(NotificationGenerator.SUCCPRODREG,msid

n,appendMsg); 

 

 

SMS Director 

SMSDirector performs some important validations i.e whether the message received is a 

valid one and came from an authorized party. The method validateSMS() checks whether 

the senders user category is granted access to use the message code  specified in the SMS 

using the table  tblassignmsgcodes. Prior to this it authenticates the user by means of 

the mobile number (msisdn) and PIN number (third element of the message). 

 

Key functionality of SMSDirector is to directing the SMS’s received to the appropriate 

module based on the message code appearing as the second element of the message. 

 

 
 
 
 
4.3.2 User Management  
 

User registration is done through JSP web client (UserRegistartion.jsp) and JSP client 

talks to the UserRegServelet.java in the servelet engine which in turn uses the User 

Maintenance  object to handle the registration as illustrated follows.. 
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Figure 24 - User Registration Process 

 

The method registerUser() in UserMaintenance.java does initial user registrations and 

generating the registration success message while updateUser() handle amendments 

where as grantPIN() handles the PIN granting process. The serachUserObject(String 

msisdn) method searches for a specified user and returns it as a MobileUser type object. 

 

 

The following message formats will be used to send PIN related requests.  

 

Table 2 - User Management Module – Message Codes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Message 
Code 

Message Message Format 

100 PIN Request <MC> <’preferred pin’> 

101 PIN Change Request <MC> <PIN> <’preferred pin’> 
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4.3.3 Offer Management Module 
Offer Management module controls both farmer offer management as well as trader offer 

management   

 

 

OfferManagement
ProductManager.java

FarmerOffers.java

SMSProcessing 
Module

RefIDGenerator
RefIDGenerator.java

Farmer Offer 
SMS

Offer Acceptance 
SMS

User

tblOffersToSell

tblFRefID

Farmer-Trader Offer 
Matching Thread

IMFarmerThread.java

Matched Offers 
SMS

tblOffersToSell

tblOffersToBuy  

Figure 25 - Farmer -Trader Offer Management 

 

 

Farmer Offer Management 

When ever farmers need to advertise an Offer to sell it needs to be done in the specified 

format given in the Table 3. The method setProdInfoPrices() in ProductManager.java 

handles farmer offers and valid offers will be kept in the table tblFarmerOffers with a 

reference id (FRefId) generated by RefIDGenerator. The table tblFRefID maintains the 

last generated reference id for the day where, separate series of reference ids, maintained 

for each day.  
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Table 3 - Farmer to System Messages in Farmer Offer Management 

 
 

 

Message 
Code 

Message Message Format 

200 Advertise Offer to Sell <MC> <PIN> <PROD CODE> 
<LOCATION><QUALITY FACTOR> 
<COLOR><QTY> <MINQTY> <UNIT 
PRICE><CONF LEVEL> 

201 Modify Offer to Sell <MC> <PIN> <PROD CODE> 
<LOCATION><QUALITY FACTOR> 
<COLOR><QTY> <MINQTY> <UNIT 
PRICE><CONF LEVEL> 

202 Setting a Lock on Specific Offer <MC> <PIN> <FREFID> 

203 Unlock a specific Offer <MC> <PIN> <FREFID> 

205 Request for published prices for a 
specific product with active farmer 
offers ( Max 3 and Min 3) 

<MC> <PIN> <PROD CODE> 

206 Request for published prices for a 
specific product with active farmer 
offers in a given range 

<MC> <PIN> <PROD CODE><LOW><HIGH> 

207 View Offers  posted by me today 
View (RefID, Prod Code and Price) 

<MC> <PIN>  

 

208 View Offers posted by me for last n 
days View (RefID, Prod Code and Price) 

<MC> <PIN> <DAYS> 

209 Check Traders Credibility  <MC> <PIN><TREFID> 

210 Request for today’s highest bid for 
specific product  

<MC>  <PIN> <PROD CODE>  

211 Send Negotiated Price to a specific 
Trader   

 <MC> <PIN> <FREFID> <NGD PRICE> 
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The methods updateProductInfo()  does necessary updates to an available offer and  

setOfferLock () controls locking and unlocking of offers. The method   Vector 

searchExactMatch()  gets the exact matching set of records for a specific trader offer and 

returns them as a  vector where as Vector searchMatchs() handles search queries comes 

with differing criteria .  

The following shows a list of methods that query the database for varying matching 

criteria and this extensive querying support is really helpful for traders to make searches 

on commodities varying certain parameters. 

Criteria Method 

Returns price matching records getFindPriceMatchSQL(String pcode, double price ) 

Returns price and quality factor  
matching records 

getFindPriceQFMatchSQL(String pcode,String qf,  
double price ) 

Returns price and qty matching 
records 

getFindPriceQtyMatchSQL(String pcode, int qty, 
double price ) 

Returns price, qty and color 
matching records 

getFindPriceQtyColMatchSQL(String pcode, String 
pcol, int qty, double price ) 

Returns price, quality factor and  
qty matching records 

getFindPriceQFQtyMatchSQL(String pcode,String 
qf,  int qty, double price ) 

Given the PCode, Color, QF, Qty 
this returns the FREFID and 
PRICES 

getFindColQFQtyMatchSQL(String pcode,String 
pcol,String qf,  int qty ) 

Given the PCode, Color, QF, Qty 
and Price Ranges  returns   FREFID 
and PRICES for that range 

getFindPriceRangeMatchSQL(String pcode,String 
qf, String pcol, int qty, double lprice,double uprice ) 

 

Given the PCode, Color, QF, Qty 
and Returns   FREFID and PRICE 
and QTY 

getFindColQFMatchSQL(String pcode,String qf, 
String pcol) 

 

Table 4 - Matching Criteria’s for  commodity (product )  search 
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The methods setMatchCount() maintains a count of  exact matches for farmer offers as 

reveled by the automatic matching mechanism of the system . This feature could be used 

by a farmer to detect the no of exact matches for his offers if he has not registered for the 

“Automatic Match notification Alert Service” offered by Service Registration module. 

 

Trader Offer Management 

 

When ever trader need to post an Offer to buy it needs to be done in the specified format 

given in the Table 5. The method setProdInfoPrices() in TraderOfferManager.java 

handles trader offers and valid offers will be kept in the table tblTraderOffers with a 

reference id (TRefId) generated by RefIDGenerator. The table tblTRefID maintains the 

last generated reference id for the day where separate series of reference ids maintained 

for each day. The methods updateProductInfo() and setMatchCount() works in the same 

way as in ProductManager.java. The methods TraderOffers serachTOffer() and  

Vector  serachAllTOffer()  performs necessary search functions where as   

setThreadProcessTime(String tRefId)  store  the thread processed time stamp to be used 

by IMFarmerThread.java to avoid already processed records being processed again. 
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Table 5 Trader to System Messages in TraderOffer Management 

 

 

 
 

Message 
Code 

Message Message Format 

300 Advertise Offer to Buy <MC> <PIN> <PROD CODE> 
<LOCATION><QUALITY FACTOR> <COLOR><QTY> 
<UNIT PRICE><CONF LEVEL> 

301 Modify Offer to Buy <MC> <PIN> <PROD CODE> 
<LOCATION><QUALITY FACTOR> <COLOR><QTY> 
<UNIT PRICE><CONF LEVEL> 

302 Setting a Lock on Specific Offer <MC> <PIN> <TREFID> 

 

303 Unlock a specific Offer <MC> <PIN> <TREFID> 

305 Request for published prices for a 
specific product with active farmer 
offers ( Max 3 and Min 3) 

<MC> <PIN> <PROD CODE> 

306 Request for published prices for a 
specific product with active Trader 
offers in a given range 

<MC> <PIN> <PROD CODE><LOW><HIGH> 

306 Request for today’s highest bid for 
specific product  

<MC> <PIN> <PROD CODE>  

307 View Offers  posted by me today 
View (RefID, Prod Code and Price) 

<MC> <PIN>  

 

308 View Offers posted by me for last 5 
days View (RefID, Prod Code and Price) 

<MC> <PIN>  

309 Send Negotiated Price to a specific 
Farmer  

 <MC><PIN> <FREFID> <NGD PRICE> 

310 Request for  price matching records <MC> <PIN> <FREFID> <NGD PRICE> 

311 Request for  price and quality factor  
matching records 

<MC> <PIN> <PCODE> <PRICE> <QF> 
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Farmer Offer- Trader Offer Matching Thread 

The Thread IMFarmerThread gets all the offers from tblOffersToSell which fulfils the 

criteria tbloffersToSell - LastModifiedDate > tbloffersToBuy- ThreadProcessTime in a 

vector by calling the searchExactMatch ( ) in ProductManager.java .  

 

The method findMach() calls searchExactMatch ( ) and navigate through the returned 

vector and sends out trader reference id,  farmer reference id and farmer mobile no to the 

trader as well as farmer reference id,  trader  reference id and trader mobile no the farmer  

in those exactly matching farmer- trader offers. 

public void run() 

{ 

int i=0; 

tm= new TraderOfferManager(); 

try 

{ 

while (true) 

{ 

tm= new  TraderOfferManager(); 

activeTraderOffers=tm.serachAllTOffer(); 

for(int x=0; x<activeTraderOffers.size(); x++) 

{ 

traderOffer= (TraderOffers)activeTraderOffers.get(x); 

tRefid= traderOffer.getTRefID(); 

tmsisdn =traderOffer.getMSISDN(); 

.. 

findMatch(tRefid,tmsisdn,pcode,location,qf,pcol,pqty,traderPrice,conlev

el); 

// updating the Thread Process time 

tm.setThreadProcessTime(tRefid); 

} 

            Thread.sleep(10000); 

        } 

} 
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4.3.4 Bid Management Module 
 

Bid Management module offers the following functions  

 

• Trader placing a bid 

• Trader modifying bid 

• Farmer’s negotiation on the bid 

• Farmer searching the best bid for a particular offer   

• Farmer checking with trader whether he like to close the bid 

• Trader Accepting Bid close and confirm 

• Farmer  Accepting Bid close and confirm 

 

 

Table 6 - Farmer & Trader to System Messages in  BID  Management 

 

Message 
Code 

Message Message Format 

400 Trader placing a bid <MC> <PIN> <FREFID> <BIDAMT> 

401 Trader modifying bid <MC> <PIN> <BIDID> <BIDAMT> 

402 Farmer’s negotiation on the bid <MC> <PIN> <BIDID> <BIDAMT> 

 

403 Farmer searching the best bid for a 
particular offer   

<MC> <PIN> <FREFID> 

404 Farmer checking with trader 
whether he like to close the bid 

<MC> <PIN> <BIDID>  

 

405 Trader Accepting Bid close and 
confirm with the qty 

<MC> <PIN> <BIDID> <QTY> 

 

406 Farmer  Accepting Bid close and 
confirm 

<MC> <PIN> <BIDID> 
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The method  validateRefId(String RefID,String msisdn)  performs a very important function of 

checking whether the trader bids for a valid farmer reference id which is active and available at 

the moment of bidding where as validateBidId(int bidId) checks whether the  bid id comes 

with any message is a valid one.. The method  setBids(String fRefid,String tmsisdn,double 

tBidAmt )registers the bid where as changeBids(int bidId,String tmsisdn,double tbamt) 

allows updating the bid by trader in negotiating the bid amount with trader.  

The method  setFarmerNGDAmt(int bidId,String fmsisdn,double fngamt) does the 

operations relating to farmer negotiation on bid as per message code 402 and 

findBestBid(String FRefId) finds the best bid for a specific farmer offer which is 

remarkable feature of this module that facilitate farmer in making a decision on bid.  

 

The metheod sendBidCloseSuggestion(int bidId) is mapped to the message code 404 

which handles farmers suggestion to close the bid  and the method 

setBidCloseAccept(String msisdn,int bidId,int identityFlag,int qtyReqd) is mapped to 

message codes 405 and 406 where identity flag is used to indicate which operation to 

perform.  

 
4.3.5 Payments Management Module  
 

Once a bid is agreed by farmer and trader BidManager class will initiate  the payment 

handling which is a totally an automated process where the system connects with a 

bank’s database through an exposed interface through java socket object and gets the 

relevant funds transferred from trader account to farmer account . 

 

BidManager calls Transaction Manager which handles payments through payments 

client and Transportion through the Transport Manager class. 

 Steps  
1. BidManager invokes Transaction Manager with the parameters ( bidID, 

    farmer account no, trader account no, transaction amount, tmsisdn, fmsisdn ) 

2.  TranasctionManager initiates the Payment transaction by calling Payment client 

     and passing the parameters ( bidID farmer account no, trader account no, transaction 

     amount) to payment client  
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Bid Management
BidManager.java

Bid.java

SMSProcessing 
Module

Transaction Manager 
TransactionManager.java

Farmer BID 
Clousure SMS

Funds Transfer 
Success SMS

User

tblBids

Payment Client 
PaymentClient.java

Payment Server 
PaymentServer.java

tblCustomerAccounts

Bank DB

Insufficient Funs  
SMS

TCP/IP Socket 

BANK

 

Figure 26 - Funds Transfer Automation Process 

 

3. Payment Client is a client-side class that uses a TCP/IP socket and it transmits data to a 

     particular IP and port  (Here IP – local host looping address and  port is agreed by 

      server and client) 

 

4. PaymentServer is the server side -class uses the server socket class. Payment server 

     listens to the port given and retrieve any data reaches there. 

 

Payment Server module along with the bank database is used to simulate the bank 

operation of accepting the farmer account no, trader account no, amount and transferring 

that amount from trader account to farmer account.  

   

Once account balance validation data comes: 

a.   A validation method validates the account numbers sent and if not available 

      message is sent back  

b.   If there is a valid account number, the account balance of trader is checked 

c. If enough funds are available  then the credits will be  transferred from the trader 

account to the farmer account and status will be sent  to the payment client  
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d. If sufficient funds are not available then a message is sent  back to payment 

client with status  indicator  ( appropriately relevant tables  are  updated for 

status ) 

 

5.   If sufficient funds not available the system is sending a message to farmer and trader 

    If farmer still needs to continue he needs to send the message with following format 

 

500 A1234 28 ---- this is the indication to even to accept insufficient funds 

situation by passing funds transfer requirement. 

At the end of successful transaction a star point adding schema is activated and farmer and trader 

will be awarded some star points with a pre-specified criteria. This feature will allow the traders 

to evaluate the credibility of farmers as well as farmers to evaluate the credibility of traders.  

 

 

 

 

Table 7 - Farmer & Trader to System Messages in  Payments Management 
 

 

 

 

 

Message 
Code 

Message Message Format 

500 Request to bypass the standard 
payment  Process  by Farmer 

<MC> <PIN>  

501 View Payments Received for a 
specific transaction by  Farmer 

<MC> <PIN> <BIDID>  / <FREFID> 

502 View Payments Received for the 
date by farmer  

<MC> <PIN>  

 

503 View Payments done for the date by 
trader  

<MC> <PIN>  
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4.3.6 Transport   Management  
 

Transport Management is done via following operations.  

1. Once the payment is processed the transaction manager is sent a message to  the 

trader asking whether he needs transportation. 

2. Traders those who requires transportation would  replies with the starting point 

,destination with quantity to be transported. For an e.g.  

600 A1234 28  Dambulla-Colombo Rice 100Kg  

 

3.   Transaction manager checks the availability of vehicles in tblTransportation 

      and send the message Dambulla-Colombo Rice 100Kg to the transport owner 

4.  Transport owners who wish to take the order can reply back as follows  

     601 A1234 28 2500 (2500 is the hire charges) . 

      5.  The mobile phone no’s and suggested charges can be sent to the trader by the 

            system along with the  transporters phone no . 

      6.   Trader can call the Transporter and finalize the deal. 

  

Table 8 - Trader & Transporter to System Messages in Transportation Management 

Message 

Code 

Message Message Format 

600 Trader request for Transportation  <MC> <PIN> <FROMTO> <PCODE> 

<QTY> 

 

601 Transporter sends his willingness along 

with charges with possible times  

<MC> <PIN> <CHARGES> <TIME> 

605 Transporter sends availability  , un 

availability of a vehicle  

< MC> <PIN> <VEHICLE ID> <Y/N> 
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4.3.7 Service Registration 
 

Table 9 - Trader & Transporter to System Messages in Service Registration 

 
4.3.8 Web Client – Components  
 

User Registration Module  

User Registration .jsp calls servelet engines UsrMgrServelet.java which in turn calls 

UserMaintenance .java to talk to the tblMobileUser . 

 

Product Information Management Module 

Advertise Product Details 

Product Register.jsp  calls servelet engines ProdRegServelet.java which in turn calls 

ProductRegister .java to talk to the tblProductInfo 

Product Search 

Product Search.jsp  calls servelet engines ProdSearchServelet.java which in turn calls 

ProductManager .java to talk to the tblOffersToSell 

Message 
Code 

Message Message Format 

700 Request to activate notifications on 
automatic farmer offers and trader 
offers  

<MC> <PIN> <CHARGES> <TIME> 

701 Request to activate notifications on 
trading partners credibility; once 
entered in to the bidding process  

< MC> <PIN>  

 

702 Request to  activate notifications on 
most likely to buy traders                         

< MC> <PIN> 

703 Request to  activate notifications on  
most likely to sell farmers  

< MC> <PIN> 

704 Request to activate notification on back 
orders  

< MC> <PIN> <FARMERID> / <MSISDN>  
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Offer / Bid  Analysis Report  

OfferSearch.jsp  calls servelet engines OfferSearchServelet.java which in turn calls 

ProductManager .java to talk to the tblOffersToSell as well as TraderOffermanger.java to  

to talk to the tblOffersToBuy. 

 

4.4 AgroTrading Web Service 
 
AgroTrading java web service was constructed using Apache Axis engine in the Tomcat 

deployment environment. In constructing the Axis Web Service the following were 

created.  

• A normal Java class (AgroTradingWebService.java) that provides the Web 

Service implementation methods . 

• A Web Services Deployment Descriptor (WSDD) 

 

Then WSDD file was integrated with the with Axis allowing Axis to generate the WSDL 

file (Appendix C) 

  

 

The XML based WDSL file exposes the methods such as searchMaxOffersToSell(), 

searchMinOffersToSell() and searchExactMatchOffresToSell() that are useful to get 

offers to sell information by a trading company. The searchMaxOffersToSell() method 

can be used to retrieve the top 25 offers to sell posted by farmers or farming associations 

by providing the parameters of  product code, location and quality factor.  

In the same way searchMinOffersToSell() can be used to retrieve the lowest 25 offers to 

sell for a specific product. The method searchExactMatchOffresToSell() is used to 

retrieve the exactly matching offers to sell that satisfy the given criteria through  

parameters provided. The methods searchMaxOffersToBuy(), searchMinOffersToBuy() 

and searchExactMatchOffresToBuy()  operates in the same way as above methods but 

will be used to retrieve relevant information by traders or trading companies.  
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4.5 Database Design  
 

tblassignmsgcodes(MCode, UserType) 

 

tblbids (BidID, FRefID, TRefID, TraderID, TMSISDN, FMSISDN, FAskPrice, 

TBidAmt, FNGAmt, Status, NGNCount, LastModDate, LockStatus FBidCloseConfrm, 

TBidCloseAccept) 

 

tblfrefid (Date,LastUsedNo) 

   

tblmobileuser (MSIDN, UserID, PIN, UserType, FName, LName, NIC, status 

LANGUAGE, LastModifiedDate) 

 

tblofferstobuy (TRefID, MSIDN, TCode, Location, PColor, QFactor, PQty TOfferPrice, 

ConfidenceLevel, MatchCount, StartDate, LastModifiedDate ThreadProcesstime, Status) 

   

tblofferstosell(FRefID, MSIDN ,FCode, PCode, Location, PColor, QFactor PQty, 

FAskPrice ,MinAmtToBuy, ConfidenceLevel, MatchCount, StartDate, 

LastModifiedDate, Status, LockStatus, LockPlacedTime) 

 

tblproductinfo(PCode, ProductName) 

tblreceivedsms(MSIDN , Message, Date ,Status) 

tblsmsnotifications (MSIDN, Message, Date, Status) 

tblsmsrepository (MCode, Langauge, Text) 

tblsystemuser (UserID, Password, status) 

tbltrefid (Date, LastUsedNo) 

tblTransaction (TransactionID, PaymentID, Transporter ID, VehicleNo, Status, 

Time/TimeStamp) 

tblPayment(PaymentID, BIdId, PaymentAmt, PaymentStatus, PaymentType , 

PaymentDateTime) 

tblTransportation (TransporterID, VehicaleNo, Availability) 


